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CRIMINAL APPEALS BILL 2004 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 23 September. 

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [12.16 pm]:  The Opposition will support this Bill, but with the same 
reservations it has about the Criminal Procedure Bill.  Although I have read more of this Bill than I have of the 
previous Bill - in other words, I have given it a bit more detailed study - it would be completely wrong of me to 
say that I am au fait with it, I am the master of my brief and I know everything the Bill will do, especially when I 
read it in conjunction with the Criminal Procedure and Appeals (Consequential Provisions) Bill.  There is a mass 
of interconnected legislation, which can be understood only if that interconnection can be understood; although, I 
am sure that parliamentary counsel had a wonderful time working out what should go in which Bill and working 
with that interconnection, and that it must have been an intellectual task of great satisfaction.  I do not know who 
was the parliamentary counsel, but whoever did it must have enjoyed himself.  It is very satisfying for a 
draftsperson to make a change of this nature, because instead of muddling around and fiddling with the various 
pieces of legislation, the draftsperson can start with a new idea, set it out in the order he wants and put 
everything in plain form.  Much of the Bill is new in the sense that matters that are not currently stated in statute 
will now be stated in statute.  However, a lot of it is shifting things across from various other places.  Smoothing 
out the law is satisfying.  To some extent that is why this process was started.  I was not too happy with how we 
were doing things initially.  I wanted to start the process of smoothing out everything and putting it in logical 
places, so that the Criminal Code was not full of procedure and an Act that dealt with summary offences was not 
full of provisions on how to appoint justices of the peace and more procedure.   

I was rather keen on putting all indictable offences in the Criminal Code, but we did not proceed with that 
because it appeared to be far too complicated.  I was never too keen on a Bill that contained indictable offences.  
There are not that many of them but there are enough.  I believe that the Criminal Code should pick up all 
indictable offences.  There are difficulties because the legislation contains words of definition, which are needed 
to understand the offence that a person is to be prosecuted for.  Another problem that I faced as Attorney General 
was that I had to continually keep an eye out for people who tried to sneak indictable offences into other Bills.  
When the washing machines Bill came through, I had to put my foot on it to stop the offence of not fixing a 
washing machine properly from becoming an indictable offence!  It is amazing what offences people wanted to 
turn into indictable offences.  It would have been outrageous for those matters to have gone before a judge and 
jury.  The other problem was that people tried to put 15-year penalties on summary offences, which was also not 
terribly acceptable.  The whole idea is to put everything together so that we can find things in the right place.  If 
we want to know about a criminal appeal, we should not have to look in the Criminal Code, the Supreme Court 
Act, the District Court Act, the Young Offenders Act and all the other Acts that relate to appeals.  It makes sense 
to turn to a criminal appeals Act.  That is a logical place to look for appeals.  Unfortunately, a lot of litigants 
conduct their own criminal appeals.  For a short period, a particular inmate spent a lot of time advising other 
inmates on criminal appeals.  He was a well-known Western Australia businessman who had had his own 
experience with criminal appeals.  He was at Karnet Prison Farm and he almost had a full-time occupation 
advising other criminals how to appeal.   

Hon Nick Griffiths:  There are many examples of that sort of behaviour.  I will not mention the person’s name, 
but many years ago a law clerk was a guest of Her Majesty and he used to similarly advise people.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  It was partly because he had been through the appeals process before, but it was also 
because bits and pieces relating to criminal appeals were everywhere.   
We did not have a chance to understand what we were facing until we got several Acts together.  It is rather 
difficult for people to get a hold of various Acts.  If a person wants to mount a criminal appeal, he or she can 
refer to the criminal appeals Act and will be able to read about the law and, if the Act is understandable, will be 
able to get some idea about it.  In the same way that it will be helpful for criminals who have to represent 
themselves, it will also be very helpful for lawyers to not have to read through several different handbooks.  
Lawyers are used to reaching for the rules of the Supreme Court to find out what happens in the Supreme Court 
and the Criminal Code for most of the criminal provisions.  We should be able to reach for a criminal procedure 
Act and a civil procedure Act to find out what the law is.  If we then want to change the law, that is the law we 
change.  In this way, we will not have to fiddle around in 50 different Acts for the various procedures that may 
have been duplicated from place to place.  It is a very sensible policy decision.  As I said, I played a part in that 
policy decision.  I would have been keen to see two more policy decisions come to fruition.  However, they were 
resisted by the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office.  One, as I said, was collecting indictable offences in the Criminal 
Code.  The other one was having some sort of penalty for the Criminal Code.  We nearly compromised on 
broadbanding at one stage, but the office managed to stultify me on that.  It would be useful for getting uniform 
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penalties if we used penalty units.  The big problem is that we spend half our time lifting penalties and as soon as 
they get to this place we suggest unreasonable penalties.  We change the relativities instead of just bringing them 
up-to-date.  There is a lot to be said for having things in the one place, because it draws our attention to the 
decisions that have been made.  As legislators we will be able to see what we are doing in context, not out of 
context.  Many members of this House would have been quite surprised at times to see the number of 
consequential provisions Acts that are amended when we amend an Act because there are impacts all over the 
place.  Hopefully after this Bill is passed - I have not checked the consequential provisions in this Bill - we will 
not have to go back to those Acts.  If this changes, it changes everything.  We will not have to look at a million 
different Acts to determine how the appeal procedure will change.   
This is probably the first Bill in which the term “court of appeal” has been used.  We can refer to “court of 
appeal” because we have just passed another Bill that states that we have a court of appeal.  If, for no other 
reason - there were not many other reasons by the time we had finished with the Bill - we now at least refer to 
one court of appeal instead of a court of appeal and a court of criminal appeal, that is a simpler way of dealing 
with things.  It was always a bit strange when the court had to reconstitute as a totally different court because the 
Court of Criminal Appeal is a different court.  Under the Bill, criminal appeals will go to the one court of appeal.  
It is not a code.  A large amount will be left to the law.  I was keen to see a slightly broader opportunity for the 
Crown to appeal.  Although on the face of it members might think that there is, I do not think that that is the 
case.  Perhaps the minister can check that for me.  I do not think that in an appeal from a superior court there has 
been a broadening of the rights of appeal by the Crown.  In many ways, the Bill refers to what can be appealed, 
but it does not deal with the law that applies in those cases.  That is a lost opportunity because the problems we 
face leave a lot of public dissatisfaction.  Often the Director of Public Prosecutions does not appeal simply 
because the nature of the right of appeal of the Crown in a criminal case is so limited.  We get immense ferment 
in the public because the DPP has not prosecuted, or because there appears to be wide-ranging and irrational 
sentencing.  Probably the sentencing is irrational, but we get the opportunity to rationalise that only if the 
grounds of the types of appeal come up.  I admit that there is now the possibility of advisory judgments.  
However, they have not really been used.  It is my understanding that that is not the fault of the DPP, but the 
fault of the courts.  They have virtually made it impossible.  One advisory judgment took place with a lot of 
criticism and that made it impossible for anyone to seek another one.  There has only been one or two since then.  
They have not been used very much, mainly because the DPP has found it extremely difficult to bring them 
forward.  A lot of the discontent with the judicial system could be rationalised, and we could end up with a fairer 
system if the Crown had a wider right to appeal, particularly against sentences.  They can be appealed against, 
but the law so far as the grounds on which it can be appealed, as far as I can see, have not been radically 
changed.   
Hon Nick Griffiths:  Proposed section 24 deals with the circumstances in which a prosecutor may appeal.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  Yes, but it does not state what has to be satisfied on appeal.   
Hon Nick Griffiths:  No, it does not.  But those words do not change -  
Hon PETER FOSS:  No, they do not change the law.  There is no wider, no nearer, no closer and no difference 
of basis of appeal.   

Hon Nick Griffiths:  It summarises the grounds.   
Hon PETER FOSS:  It does not tell us very much.  In appealing against a sentence, it does not say anything 
about the circumstances under which an appeal will succeed.  
Hon Nick Griffiths:  That is so, but it still serves a useful purpose.  
Hon PETER FOSS:  Do not get me wrong; I am happy to have it in the Bill.  I am saying that the opportunity to 
do something at the same time about the scope of the right of appeal by the Crown would have been a good one.  
I say that because it is not fair for victims or other accused persons that some people escape with a low penalty 
simply because the limit on the right of appeal against a sentence by the DPP is so narrow.  Furthermore, the 
opportunity to set more tightly described parameters for appeals by an appellate court will, I hope, lead to more 
consistent sentences and less discontent among criminals and the public.  I am yet to hear why it should be 
possible for a criminal to receive a lesser sentence due to the nature of the judge deciding the case.  That still 
occurs.  Criminal lawyers say that there is almost a rush to get away from certain judges sitting in the criminal 
jurisdiction because they know their clients have a higher chance of conviction simply because of the directions 
those judges give - which is probably pretty hard to overcome - and a higher chance of a thumping big penalty if 
they are convicted.  Again I will not mention names, but the judges that they do not want to appear before are 
well known, as are the judges before whom it is an absolute ride to appear.  Most judges take a middle approach 
to cases and the majority of people who appear before them receive an average, fair sentence.  However, that is a 
difficult problem and there is no easy way to overcome it.  Of course if a penalty is very high, appeal can be 
made to the Supreme Court; however, although an accused may have an easier ground for appeal against 
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sentence, there is probably considerably less success there.  I think it is a missed opportunity to not have picked 
up this problem in the Bill.  I suppose it is very much a crown point of view, but I think it is also a public policy 
point of view and I would like to have seen it in the Bill. 
I think that is the limit of my comments on this Bill.  Again I would say that the Bill deals with an area that 
should be dealt with by public submission and by giving the legal profession an adequate opportunity to 
comment on it, as it is mostly procedural and will be with us for decades to come.  I hope it will last 100 years 
without major amendments.  I hope we can get the legislation right at this time so that there is no need for it to 
constantly come back to the Parliament for fiddling with minor matters of procedure.  It is a pity that this real 
opportunity for proper law reform has not been followed up by giving this Parliament and the public an 
appropriate opportunity for proper input.  If the Attorney General wants legislation of this importance and 
significance passed by the end of the year, I suggest that he make sure he gets it into this Parliament, particularly 
this House, early.  Sending legislation to this House just before the last six weeks of the parliamentary session is 
no way to allow for proper consideration of legislation.  If the Attorney General thinks it is important legislation 
- it is very important legislation - it is also important that it be dealt with properly.  Bringing it into the 
Parliament at this stage of the session is just disgraceful.  Putting this sort of pressure onto this House, which the 
Attorney General always does to get legislation passed, is equally disgraceful.  As a law officer, he should be 
more conscious of his duties and less conscious of his wish as a politician to make political clout.  I know the 
Attorney General wants to claim credit for everything that has happened and he is worried that he might lose 
office at the next election, but I assure him that this is not the sort of legislation that will lapse.  It does not have 
any political background to it, especially as it was started under a Liberal-National Party Administration.  It is 
obviously important legislation and it will obviously continue.  It is not contentious in the sense that we cannot 
agree in principle with parts of it.  The Attorney General should allow for proper scrutiny of legislation such as 
this. 
HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [12.34 pm]:  My comment on the Bill on behalf of the Greens (WA) 
will probably be even shorter than my comment on the Criminal Procedure Bill, and basically just to reiterate the 
same points.  I have not had time to study this Bill.  I read the second reading speech and glanced through the 
Bill itself for the first time last night.  On that brief reading, I am left with the choice of either accepting the 
assurances that it is good legislation and giving the Greens’ support for it or seeking some further advice.  Again, 
I will be seeking further advice whether this Bill, as part of a legislative package, is one that we should support. 
Hon Nick Griffiths:  I propose to complete the second reading at this stage and then move into committee when 
we return in two weeks. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  That is a start, and I appreciate that accommodation.  However, I also support the 
comments made by Hon Peter Foss that a package of Bills of this significance should not be dealt with in the 
Parliament this late in the parliamentary term.  It means that we, as members of the Legislative Council, cannot 
access the resources of the Standing Committee on Legislation to adequately scrutinise the package because we 
simply do not have time left to do that.  Therefore, in principle, I have a problem with substantive Bills being 
presented for the Council’s concurrence without the Council being given the time frame in which it can achieve 
that.  In the next couple of weeks I will seek further feedback on this Bill in particular and, hopefully, will be 
able to give a more informed comment on it after that time. 

HON NICK GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Housing and Works) [12.36 pm]:  We are dealing 
with the second reading of the Bill.  I thank Hon Peter Foss on behalf of the Opposition for his support of the 
policy of the Bill.  I note the general points raised by the honourable members who have spoken, Hon Peter Foss 
and Hon Giz Watson.  I note that each of them wishes to give the detail of the Bill further consideration.  
However, at the same time, particularly in the case of Hon Peter Foss, support is given for the policy of the Bill.  
In those circumstances, I commend the Bill to the House. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time. 

As to Committee Stage 
HON NICK GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Housing and Works) [12.37 pm]:  I move - 

That the committee stage of the Bill be made an order of the day for the next sitting of the House. 

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [12.38 pm]:  I agree with the motion, but continue to hold the view 
that this package of Bills should be referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation.  I have not moved to do 
that because I am waiting to see what the minister can come up with before we get into committee.  However, if 
that is the case, upon it being resumed before the Committee of the Whole, I will move that it be referred to the 
Standing Committee on Legislation.  I did not want the minister to think that my sitting here was in any way an 
indication that I did not think these Bills should go to that committee. 
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Question put and passed. 
 


